WELCOME TO SENSEI INU
Introduction

Sensei Inu is a MemeFi project on the Ethereum (ERC20) blockchain network which introduces “Proof of Value”, a unique consensus mechanism designed to reward individuals based on their knowledge and skills through Trivia Games.

This bridges the gap between the economically disadvantaged and the affluent and creates the space where intellect and talent are the primary drivers of financial success. The more value you have through crypto knowledge the more you can help advance cryptocurrency to the next golden era.

By engaging with trivia games on desktop and mobile devices, participants can earn $SINU token rewards, leveling the playing field and democratizing wealth generation.
Each round of Sensei Crypto Trivia consists of 10 progressively challenging questions, with a countdown timer adding excitement to the mix.

Compete in multiple rounds every month, aiming for the top spot to claim highest rewards. The top 10 users from each round will be rewarded generously, while all other participants will also receive a small amount of $SINU tokens for their participation.

In case of ties, a champions round with extra hard questions will determine the true champions, filtering out the best top 10 performers.
Sensei dashboard is designed for users to keep a record of their knowledge journey.

Monitor your progress in real-time with detailed analytics. Keep tabs on your performance in trivia games, quiz scores, and overall knowledge growth. Visual representations of your achievements enable you to see your advancement over time.

Set ambitious knowledge goals and track your progress towards achieving them. Whether you aim to master specific topics or earn higher scores, Sensei Dashboard empowers you to stay motivated and on track.
$SINU Tokenomics

Sensei Inu / $SINU

5,000,000,000

Buy Tax: 0%  
Sell Tax: 3% (Treasury)

Presale
50% 2,500,000,000  
100% at TGE

Liquidity
20% 1,000,000,000  
100% at TGE

Burning & Game
20% 1,000,000,000  
10% at TGE & 10% linear for 9 months

Team & CEX
10% 500,000,000  
10% at TGE & 10% linear for 9 months
**ROADMAP**

**PHASE 1**
- Website & Socials
- PR & Marketing
- Community Building
- Product Development

**PHASE 2**
- Presale
- $SINU Launch
- Introducing Sensei Crypto Trivia
- Regular Trivia Rounds

**PHASE 3**
- Introducing Sensei Dashboard
- Monthly Burning Events
- Sensei Trivia Awards
- DAO Development

**PHASE 4**
- Launching DAO
- Website V2 Update
- Introducing Crypto Trivia V2
- Continued Community Engagement

**PHASE 5**
- CEX Listing
- Global Expansion
- Strategic Partnerships
- Enhanced DAO Mechanism With Rewards
Token burning is a proven mechanism to address inflation, creating a sense of scarcity and enhancing the token’s worth over time. At the conclusion of each month, $SINU tokens will be intentionally burned from the project’s treasury, resulting in a reduction of the total token supply.

As the supply diminishes, the remaining $SINU tokens become rarer, thus holding the potential for increased intrinsic value.
The Referral System serves as a dynamic tool to expand the Sensei Inu community while rewarding active user engagement.

Sensei Inu Referral System rewards users for inviting their friends to join trivia game sessions using their unique invite link.

The referrer receives a designated number of $SINU tokens as a token of appreciation on each successful referral, while the new users get rewards by completing trivia sessions.
Governance DAO

Sensei Inu implements DAO to ensure inclusivity, transparency, and collective decision-making. $SINU token holders can actively participate in shaping the future of Sensei Inu.

Each member has the opportunity to vote on key initiatives, strategic directions, platform upgrades, and other critical decisions.

The community will have the authority to prioritize new features, suggest improvements, and collaboratively decide on matters that impact the ecosystem.
https://t.me/SenseiOfficialTG
https://t.me/SenseiOfficialAnn
https://twitter.com/SenseiInuCoin
SensenInu.com